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Abstract. Stream reasoning is an exciting multidisciplinary research
area that combines stream processing and semantic reasoning. Its goal is
to not only process a dynamic data stream, but also to extract explicit
and implicit information on-the-fly. One of its challenges is managing history awareness: how much and which historical data should be held and
for how long as we continuously query and reason on an ever changing
stream of linked data? In this paper, we propose an innovative approach
to enable history-aware reasoning by utilizing semantic technologies in a
data cache with a statistics-based cache management policy.
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Introduction

Examples of streaming data are ubiquitous on the web. Data streams are presented in a multitude of physical formats and conceptual models making analysis
difficult. Inspired by the Linked Open Data approach to link static heterogeneous data on the Web, D. Barbieri et al[3] launched an initiative to publish
data streams as linked data modeled using the Resource Description Framework
(RDF).
Existing (semantic) stream processing techniques[4][7] are capable of quickly
processing large volume RDF streams, yet typically perform superficial manipulations of information. Reasoning supported by semantic technologies can infer
meaning, but is mostly performed against a static knowledge base. The rising
need to extract high level knowledge from streaming data gave birth to stream
reasoning[6], leveraging the advantages of both stream processing and semantic
reasoning. Several use cases of stream reasoning are described in[8], and from
these cases general requirements for effective stream reasoning are proposed.
Historical data management is among these requirements.
Most existing solutions of stream processing and reasoning use a window to
deal with the transient nature of streaming data. The window can be either
time-based or count-based to isolate the most recent segment of the unbounded

RDF streaming data. Both C-SPARQL[4] and EP-SPARQL[1] extend the standard SPARQL to enable a continuous query within the window. The difference
between them is the former deals with RDF data streams, while the latter processes complex events. The algorithm of incrementally maintaining ontological
entailments[5] employs time-interval-stamped RDF streams and C-SPARQL to
constantly maintain the transitive property entailments as expired RDF streams
are dropped.
A window slides along the RDF data stream in the order the data appear,
inserting and evicting data according to this order. Decisions of which data will
be evicted in a window-based stream reasoning system are made a priori. Historical data, data which have slid out of the window, are lost regardless of their
semantic importance. In contrast, our approach will decide which data to remove using semantic importance criteria. A cache holds a portion of the data
to be processed as the data are fed in, maintaining a history of semantically
important data by evicting data according to a cache management algorithm.
For example, the Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm counts data reasoning
participation frequency and evicts data with small frequency counts; while the
Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm evicts data with less recent reasoning involvements. Caching management algorithms have been well-studied and applied
on the Web over decades[2]. In this paper, we propose an innovative approach
to enable history-aware reasoning by utilizing semantic technologies in a data
cache with a statistics-based cache management policy.
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Approach

Our approach is self-adaptive in that it manages the historical data by constantly
updating cached data with a cache management algorithm. We present this
approach based on our Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) use case[9], which
exploits stream reasoning to identify chemical compound types in test specimens.
We model the background ontology in the OWL 2 DL profile, describing thirty
different compound categories with their resonance spectra value ranges. The
NMR streaming data contain compound instances with their resonance spectra
frequency values, formatted in Avro1 and then annotated into RDF graphs.
The goal of this use case is to identify categories of streaming instances via DL
reasoning performed by Pellet2 . A compound instance is identified in a category
if its frequency value fits into an ontology-encoded category range. The issue we
are addressing here is the time-consuming reasoning. For example, in our nocache experiment it took 19 minutes to produce entailments for ∼19,000 triples
in the stream, which violated the timely nature of stream reasoning .
The data cache, whose size is fixed due to the maintenance feasibility and
reasoning limitations, is a key component for our stream reasoning architecture. The cache is preloaded with the background ontology and equipped with
a statistics-based cache management algorithm. In general, the choice of these
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algorithms is dependent on the system requirements; in the NMR use case, our
algorithm will be based on LFU.3 When an instance is identified as one of the
desired compounds, it becomes important and its original and entailed graph is
saved in the data cache as a historical data graph. We associate a counter for each
historical data graph, and use a use case defined predicate NMR:frequency to
pull out frequency values of both streaming and historical data graphs. Identical
instances are identified by comparing their frequency equality with SPARQL’s
numeric-equal operator. The counter increments by one if the operator returns
true. Otherwise, the streaming instance has to go through the reasoner. The
bigger the counter, the more semantically important the historical data graph.
A historical data graph can either become more semantically important (counter
grows bigger) to stay or less semantically important (counter grows smaller) to
evict as new data are fed in. Using the historical data, new compounds with
identical frequency values will be identified without having to go through the
full reasoning process, which saves time.
We will implement this approach in multi-threading: one thread for a continuous standard SPARQL query, the other one for cache management. These
two threads are executed in parallel and can access the data in the cache. The
standard SPARQL thread queries the triples held in the cache, returning a list
of identified compounds. Continuity is enabled by repeating the query at regular time intervals. The cache management thread increments the counters and
repeatedly checks the counter values, so as to evict certain compound graphs if
they are not frequently used.
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Discussion

Introducing a data cache into the stream reasoning system is beneficial because of
its ability to maintain historical data; this not only provides extra background
for reasoning, but also preserves important history for potential use, such as
trend identification, and anomaly detection. For example, in our NMR use case,
a large statistical count of the historical compound instance data indicates a
greater likelihood that the test specimen contains a large percentage of this
compound. By identifying identical data in historical and streaming data we
decrease overhead of reasoning, as illustrated above. The cache is also suitable
to work with existing window-based semantic stream processing engines such as
C-SPARQL. The data cache can replace the window in such engines for stream
reasoning under those scenarios emphasizing on historical data and fast system
response.
Multi-threading is a beneficial way to boost system performance because it
splits different tasks into threads and executes them in parallel. Assigning one
thread to repeatedly evaluate a standard SPARQL query realizes an easy but effective continuous query. This is different than proposals like C-SPARQL, which
introduce extra syntax and a different execution model for query evaluation.
3

Different algorithms’ performances and effects on our stream reasoning systems will
be left as future work.

Last but not least, the cache management algorithm needs to be efficient to
avoid data congestion by spending as little time as possible on deciding data
removal.
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Conclusion and Future Work

To conclude, we have proposed an innovative approach to enable history-aware
reasoning by utilizing semantic technologies in a data cache with a cache management algorithm. As for our future work, we will explore several effective cache
management algorithms, impacts of ontology expressiveness on the system performance, as well as evaluation methods to benchmark our approach.
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